
Mango Care Instructions

Ground Planting

Prepare a planting site in full sun that is sheltered from a prevailing breeze or wind. A
south-facing wall that can collect and radiate solar heat is a good spot in cooler locations.

Work well-rotted compost or manure into the soil.
Dig a hole half again as deep and twice as wide as the tree’s roots. Add a cupful of
all-purpose fertilizer to the bottom of the hole.

Put a tree stake in place before planting. Drive the stake into the ground to the side of the hole
to at least 2 feet deep. Mature mangoes are deep-rooted but young trees need to be staked at
planting time.
Set the plant in the hole so that the soil mark from the nursery pot on the stem is at the
surface level as the surrounding soil. Spread the roots out in all directions.

Re-fill the hole with half native soil and half aged compost or commercial organic planting
mix; firm in the soil so that there are no air pockets among the roots. Water in the soil and
create a modest soil basin around the trunk to hold water at watering time.

Secure the tree to the stake with tree ties.
After planting, water each tree thoroughly and fertilize with a high-phosphorus liquid starter
fertilizer.

Container Growing

Dwarf and semi-dwarf mangoes can be grown in containers.
Choose a container at least 24 inches wide and deep that is well-drained. Fill the container
with a well-draining potting mix formulated for citrus or palms.
Keep the soil just moist during the growing season, but not wet. Wet soil will cause roots to
rot.
Mangoes in containers can be grown indoors but there must be ample sunlight for the fruit to
ripen.

Care, Nutrients and Water

Keep the soil evenly moist from flowering to harvest. Water as necessary to moisten the soil,
but the soil should not remain wet. Allow the soil surface to dry to a depth of 2 to 3 inches
between watering.



Stop watering for about two months after harvest to initiate a new bloom and growth cycle.

Feed mangoes three times during the growing season with an organic citrus fertilizer blend,
slightly high in nitrogen. Fish emulsion can be used to fertilize mango trees. Do not feed
mangoes after midsummer as fruits begin to ripen.

Protect young trees from frost. Place plant blankets on trees or build a frame around the tree
and drape clear plastic sheeting over the frame. Place electric lights inside the frame to
provide additional warmth. Alternatively install the plant shade cover to keep the surrounding
plant warm during the cold night.
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